PRESS KIT
Teatro del Giorno
6 days, 6 settings
MOSTRA/ PISCINA/ CAPPELLA/ ITALO DISCO /AGORA / PARATA
Ecole Camondo is a school of Interior Architecture and Design. Part of the institution
MAD, Musée des Arts Décoratifs Paris, since 1944, Ecole Camondo selects and trains
students that, with a strong cultural background, will shape the future.
Historically based in Paris, Ecole Camondo will open a second site, Camondo
Méditerranée, in Toulon in September 2019.
For the Milan design Week, a selected team of students and Alumni, led by Mathilde
Bretillot, investigates the Copper room as a daily theatre, a place to show and share.
This both indoor and outdoor space, set in the prestigious Palazzo Litta, scene of
many historical events, is a perfect setting for imagination and versatility.
“Teatro del Giorno” invites you to a program of 6 days / 6 settings / 6 experiences
through Interior Architecture and Design : a daily transformation of space that
enhances possibilities and empowers our needs and dreams.
Using Tiptoe Design elements dialoguing with abstract ultramarine blue bespoke
pieces, each daily set is changeable, transformable in a very simple and operational
way.
The scenes are surrounded by a backdrop of printed sketches of a fluid garden,
inhabited by greenery and follies, objects of desire and running water, produced by
Elitis.
The goal of Ecole Camondo is to push the boundaries of typologies, of statements and
habits, to question the tools and conception methods, using spatial qualities and
atmospheres as powerful leverage.
#camondomilano
#tiptoedesign
#elitis
ecolecamondo.fr – communication & press contact :
Cendrine de Susbielle – cendrine.desusbielle@ecolecamondo.fr - mobile : +33 (0) 6
62 36 64 84
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Ecole Camondo Paris
Ecole Camondo méditerranée
Ecole Camondo is expanding and opening a second site in Toulon, in the learning
district overlooking the Mediterranean. From September 2019 it will offer the same
five-year curriculum, the same teaching methods, the same diploma endorsed by the
Ministry of Higher Education and Research within a territorial and international context:
the Mediterranean. The establishment of the school has its debut in September 2019
with the opening of the Master 1 (4th year) cycle, whose courses will be taught in
English and French. The first cycle (1st year) will be offered starting from September
2020.
The goal of Camondo Méditerranée will be to train the interior architects and
designers in imagining living spaces for today and tomorrow. The teaching offered by
the school will reflect the Mediterranean context: the maritime cluster, the art of
pleasure boating and yachting, the relationship between interior and exterior, the link
with nature and bio-sourced materials, the study of trade, tourist and human flows.
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